Cancer is the most common fatal disease among US children. The fetus has reduced resistance to toxic injury and is especially prone to mutagenic injury because of the high rate of cell division.
by imprecise risk estimates. When a rare disease is being mapped, the crude standardized morbidity ratio (SMR), defined as the ratio of observed cases/expected cases, often has extreme values for specific locations. These extreme rates are usually characterized by very low precision.
Hierarchical and spatial approaches have been proposed to allow adjustment of risk estimates based on the extent of correlation among neighboring locations. When performed with vague priors, in a Bayesian approach, the data likelihood will determine the extent of this pooling of risks among spatial neighbors. Bayesian estimation methods have become well established among hierarchical disease mapping applications (Best et al. 2005) . This emergence has been largely attributed to advances in computer hardware that have enabled Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) implementations of relatively complex Bayesian models (Banerjee et al. 2004 ) and recently developed software that has made these techniques readily available to health researchers (Spiegelhalter et al. 2003) . The Bayesian implementation of the Multivariate Conditional Autoregressive model provides a flexible approach to the spatial modeling of multiple childhood cancer histotypes (Thompson et al. 2007 (Thompson et al. , 2008 .
To date, geographical investigations of childhood cancer risk have concentrated on geopolitical boundaries or buffers around point sources, and have reported inconsistent results (Schreinemachers 2000; Reynolds et al. 2002 Reynolds et al. , 2005a . More direct exposure assessment is needed and should be focused on areas of higher risk. Once highrisk locations like specific watersheds are identified, prospective studies will become feasible. The objective of this study was to estimate the risk of cancer to a child when the mother's living location at the time of birth was located within specific watersheds.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
A database was created to evaluate the geographic risks according to the mother's living location at the time of childbirth as determined from birth certificate data. Briefly, the creation of the database involved the retrieval of all 
Statistical modeling
The hierarchical modeling approach followed a general framework. The observed counts Y ki of childhood cancer histotype k in watershed i were assumed to follow independent Poisson distributions conditional on an unknown mean E ki exp (u ki ):
The expected count for histotype k in watershed i, (E ki ), was obtained by internal standardization from the given dataset such that the sum of observed cases for each histotype was equal to the sum of expected cases for each histotype accounting for race/ethnicity. The racial risks were estimated and compared based on the four categories of race provided by TDSHS: non-Hispanic white, Hispanic, non-Hispanic black and other. Hence exp(u kij ) is the standardized morbidity ratio (SMR). Watersheds with exp(u ki ) . 1 had a greater number of observed cancer cases than expected, and vice versa for watersheds with exp(u ki ) , 1. The log SMR u ki was modeled linearly for k ¼ 1, … , 19 and i ¼ 1, … , 208 as
with a k being the histotype-specific intercept term representing the baseline log SMR across all watersheds and S ki is the watershed-and histotype-specific log SMR. The The parameterization used for GIS evaluation was the posterior probability that the SMR estimate was greater than 1 (Richardson et al. 2004 ). This parameter is affected by both the magnitude and the precision of the SMR and was chosen to facilitate the objective of focusing further research on high-risk location and histotype combinations.
The approach of establishing the probability of an increased risk is generally considered the first step for investigating a possible cluster and, thus, was chosen for the objective of identifying the locations with the highest likelihood of elevated risk for further geographically focused studies.
Geographical information system (GIS)
Identification of the watersheds in which mothers were living at the time of giving birth was performed by GIS 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The objective of this study was to evaluate the risks of however, the carcinogenic potential in children remains unknown (Moore et al. 2002) .
Near the center of the elevated risk for astrocytomas is a Pumping of the city water wells has created a cone of Two watersheds near Houston (Buffalo -San Jacinto and West Galveston Bay) had increased risk for renal should be the subject of further research.
A mother's birth residence in the South Laguna Madre watershed was associated with increased risk for atypical leukemias, a diverse collection of very rare leukemias that excluded the more common leukemias, acute lymphoid leukemia and acute myeloid leukemia. These cancers are rare and little is known about the causes (Ries et al. 1999) .
This watershed had 104 EPA-regulated sites with no superfund sites (Figure 4 ).
CONCLUSIONS
Nine watersheds in Texas were associated with a high probability of increased risk for specific types of childhood cancer. A large area involving six contiguous watersheds in the Great Plains in North Texas had an increased risk for astrocytoma. Other specific watersheds had high risk for renal cancer, acute lymphoid leukemia and atypical leukemias. Further research should address these location and cancer type combinations. Specifically, the possibility that waterborne toxins cause these childhood cancers should be investigated further.
